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Abstract Microscanning is an effective technique for reof the scene. One particular system that collects 3-D images ducing aliasing and increasing resolution in 2D images prois a FLASH LADAR imager [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . One drawback duced by non-coherent imaging systems. Both the aliasing of this readout technology is that it has not been miniaturized reduction and resolution enhancement are accomplished by to the same degree other image acquisition devices have, such increasing the effective spatial sampling interval through subas traditional silicon CCD (Charge Coupled Device) arrays. pixel movements of the field of view on the detector array.
As a consequence ofthis the pixel pitches in FLASH LADAR In this paper the authors examine (using both simulated and imaging arrays are much larger than other imaging systems. real data) the application of microscanning on 3D coherent Large pixel pitches make it difficult to sample the scene at the imagery (with application to 2D coherent imagery). The apdiffraction limit of the imaging system. This undersampling plication of Inverse filtering techniques are also examined to of the image produces a loss of spatial resolution. resolve difficulties associated with blurring by the detector and optical systems. The effects of blurring by the detecMicroscanning has been proposed as a method for attaintor and optical system decrease image resolution when miing diffraction-limited spatial resolution from imaging syscroscanning is attempted at sub-pixel movements of less than tems whose spatial sampling is inadequate to achieve the half the detector width. A discrete filter is designed using diffraction-limit [5] , [6] . Application ofmicro-scanning techthe MTF of the imaging system. This filter is then applied niques to 3-D LADAR imaging systems imparts technical to images collected with a 128x128x20 FLASH 3D LADAR challenges not encountered in the 2-D micro-scanning probsystem. The authors also investigate the difficulties that arise lem. Chief among these problems is the fact that each 3-D when the MTF of the system is not well characterized and image cube will phase with the target differently than others when image registration errors and a low signal to noise ratio due to the fact that the time the FLASH LADAR imager beare present in the system. gins recording data depending on when the returning pulse exceeds some predetermined threshold. This means that the where o(n, m, z) is the object source intensity, h(x, y) is the generated by using a convolution model to compute the mean point spread function of the imaging system, n, m, xc, y, z are of the signal in each image of the 3-D cube based on the inintegers that denote sample indices in both the image and tensity distribution of the object in the source plane. This source planes, N is the number of pixels on one side of a modeling strategy allows the algorithm to be tested under the square detector image and iQv, y, z) is the intensity in the image plane at the detector. The parameters czk, ak, /3k are in the data cubes. The image reconstruction algorithm is detranslational shifts in the three Cartesian dimensions associrived by maximizing the natural logarithm of the likelihood ated with each 3-D data cube.
function shown in equation (1) [8], [9] . Taking the natural logarithm, differentiating it with respect to one point in the The convolution model provides the mean of the probability true scene, o(no, MOn, zo) and setting the result equal to zero density function (pdf) for the 3-D data. The Poisson density yields the following expression. function is chosen to represent the PMF (Probability Mass Function) for the data cubes as it captures the discrete and
non-negative nature of the measurements. 0 ik=(x, y, 0)
The dependence of this equation on the shifts in the range dimension has been eliminated due to the fact that the data where, dk (x, y, z) is the measured data cube in the image cubes have been pre-registered in the range dimension. Beplane and Dk (X, y, z) is a random variable representing the cause the point spread function is assumed to sum to one over image data cube. Because the noise in each voxel is assumed the whole image, the triple sum can be carried out over the to be statistically independent of any others, the probability second term in equation (2). of realizing an entire set of data cubes is given by, The image reconstruction algorithm is divided into two distinct steps. The first is the image registration step. In this step This equation implies an iterative solution for the true scene. the translational shifts between the data cubes are computed If all the terms depending on the true scene on the right are in all three dimensions. The cubes are shifted in the range computed using on old estimate for the scene and the true dimension so that each image in the data cubes represents a scene on the left is defined as the new estimate then the folcommon range to the target. This is possible due to the fact lowing iteration is defined. that the data cubes are sampled properly in the range direction. The range to the target in each pixel is computed by find-0 (no, moi, zo) o0ld(no, nmo, zo) x (3) ing the peak signal as a function of range. These ranges are Figure 4 shows the original ing frames in each data cube. The shifts are then averaged bar pattern used to generate the simulated image data. It is over all the frames in the data cube to arrive at an estimate assumed that 900 photons per pixel and observation time are for the shift for the entire cube. It is surmised that there is received from the target wherever there is a surface to reflect only one motion vector for the entire cube due to the fact that from. Figure 5 shows a typical frame of image plane data the acquisition time for the data cube is on the order of 10 of the illuminated front surface of the target taken with an nano-seconds. This gives very little time for motion between aperture diameter of 5 centimeters and a focal length of 10 frames or during the acquisition of any one given frame.
cm. Two data cubes are simulated with a relative shift of half a pixel in the horizontal and vertical directions. 
CONCLUSIONS
The new imaging capabilities afforded by advances in high speed read out and integration technology make the 3-D mapOne hundred iterations of the algorithm are applied to the ping of targets possible at range resolutions of as little as 3 simulated data cubes and used to reconstruct images of the inches. This makes high resolution mapping of battlefield true target. Figure 7 shows the reconstructed image of the areas where SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) systems are debar target in a frame where the front surface is illuminated. nied or dont work well possible. Spatial resolution is also Figure 8 shows the reconstructed image of the bar target in a important, but remains a challenge for 3-D imagers as the frame where the back surface is illuminated, readout and integration technology has not been miniaturized sufficiently to produce detector arrays that allow for good spaThe algorithm is also tested with real data as well. Figures 9 tial resolution. It is demonstrated in this paper that multiple and 10 show typical frames of data where the front surface low resolution frames of 3-D data can be registered and utiand back surface of the real target is illuminated in different lized in order to reconstruct a higher resolution image of the image cubes. The shifts between the frames are random and true scene via advanced image processing algorithms. On the order of many pixels. Figures 12 and ? ? show images reconstructed from the low resolution frames.
This demonstrates how signal and image processing tech- ponents. Future research will investigate the possibility of Bridges, W. Austin, "Advanced 3D polarimetric flash ranging and imaging simultaneously to improve the resoluladar imaging through foliage ", Proceedings of the tion of each reconstructed image voxel produced by the post- SPIE, vol. 5086, pp. 84 -95, 2003 . processing algorithms. Although not necessary for images
[3] A. Gelbart, S. Bybee-Driscolla, J. Freemana, G. Fetthat are gathered over short atmospheric paths, blind deconzer*a, D. Wassonb, K. Hannac, W. Zhaoc, "Signal provolution methods will also be researched so that bluffing efcessing, image registration, and visualization of FLASH fects over longer ranges can be removed to improve the resolidar data", Proceedings ofthe SPIE, vol. 5086, pp. 197 lution of 3-D images. -208, 2003. 
